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5th Annual StreamGeeks Summit 2023: Elevating Live Streaming Through Expert
Insights and Cutting-Edge Technology

Downingtown, PA – The 5th Annual StreamGeeks Summit, happening on December
20th, 2023, is set to be an extraordinary online gathering for streaming enthusiasts and
professionals. This year, the event boasts a prestigious lineup of sponsors and an
extensive range of learning sessions, promising an unparalleled experience in the world
of live streaming and digital content creation.

Summit Overview:

● Date and Time: December 20th, 2023, from 10 AM to 4 PM EST
● Location: Online via Zoom
● Registration Link:

https://events.zoom.us/ev/AoHHQQEMW0T_YUWc7IxamSOcJgS-ucpGgemzJuw
qLi5TgrOJreEy~ApKFwsbtLQguhSXQWxrvVow3mwNNm1aMxs8zkgwuF0iXopVK
RWhjsebJFw

Prestigious Sponsors and Insightful Sessions

The summit is proudly sponsored by leading names in the industry, including PTZOptics,
StreamGeeks, LiveU, NETGEAR, Magewell, Broadcast Pix, Epiphan, Speedify,
Fender/Presonus, and Audinate. These sponsors represent the forefront of streaming
technology and innovation.

Attendees can look forward to a variety of learning sessions:

● Women in AV Panel: Highlighting the contributions of women in audiovisual
technology.

● Advanced Auto-Tracking with the PTZOptics: Exploring cutting-edge tracking
technology for live streaming.

● How AI is Reshaping Live Streaming: A keynote on the transformative role of AI in
streaming.
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● How Dante Video is Used in Live Production: Understanding the integration of
video in networked audio systems.

● Remote Production with Epiphan Pearls: Discovering new approaches to remote
streaming setups.

...and many more sessions covering the latest developments in live streaming.

A Global Platform for Knowledge and Networking

The StreamGeeks Summit offers an unmatched opportunity for learning, networking,
and discovering the latest in streaming technology. With speakers like Paul Richards,
Mike Russell, and representatives from major industry players, this summit is poised to
be a hub of innovation and expertise.

"We're excited to bring together a diverse group of experts and enthusiasts. The array of
sessions and the caliber of our sponsors reflect the summit's commitment to advancing
the field of live streaming," said Paul Richards, Chief Streaming Officer, StreamGeeks.

For more information and to register for the summit, please visit
https://events.zoom.us/ev/AoHHQQEMW0T_YUWc7IxamSOcJgS-ucpGgemzJuwqLi5Tg
rOJreEy~ApKFwsbtLQguhSXQWxrvVow3mwNNm1aMxs8zkgwuF0iXopVKRWhjsebJFw
.

Join us for an engaging and insightful day at the 5th Annual StreamGeeks Summit,
where the future of live streaming technology takes center stage.

Warm regards,
The StreamGeeks Team
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